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our preseNce

Dubai, iNDia, estoNia, irelaND, liechteNsteiN, 
cyprus



as the 21st century progresses, there is an ever-increasing array of exciting commercial 
opportunities on offer across the whole of the international business spectrum; 
companies and organisations throughout the world are forging mutually beneficial 
partnerships and collaborations that are economically stimulating and commercially 
profitable for all parties concerned.

As one of the leading diversified groups in The GCC  and European regions, The SEC 
Group is uniquely positioned to enjoy and benefit from the expanding business 
landscape; this is reflected in The Group’s financial results - an impressive level of 
profitability and a range of successful joint-venture investments, which underpin The 
Group’s Vision and Mission Statement.

based on key underlying values such as honesty and integrity, the sec group takes a 
highly pro-active and positive approach to all its commercial challenges and business 
dealings; The Group’s success is very much built on establishing equitable ‘win-win’ 
relationships with all business partners and clients.

as chairman of the sec group, i am delighted to welcome our investment partner, 
Space Capital Berhad (‘SCB’), to the SEC family; as a leading private equity fund, SCB 
is always looking to maximise its return on investment and I am extremely confident 
that we will exceed SCB’s expectations.

i would also like to take this opportunity to extend grateful thanks to our ever-
expanding client-base for all their support and to acknowledge the tremendous loyalty, 
professionalism and commitment of The Group’s highly talented management and 
staff. 

i am certain in the knowledge that the sec group will continue to work with partners 
and clients alike in a harmonious and profitable manner, thereby creating a strong 
commercial platform that enables us to share the wealth and build a glorious future 
together.   

rishiDas 
VANIYANKANDI 

mESSAGE frOm 
THE cHAIrmAN’S DESK
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DATUK DR. MARK ESHVAREN (YOGESWARAN)
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN
space capital berhaD

Even in these difficult times, people still have to undertake regular everyday activities 
and utilise normal services, albeit under certain restrictions; launched in 2020 with 
funding of RM900 million and managed by Swordfish Solutions Sdn Bhd, Space 
capital berhad is a private equity fund that invests in companies, businesses and 
technologies that will thrive not only in the current ‘challenging’ situation but also in 
the post covid pandemic era.

the key objective of space capital berhad is to maximise returns for our investors and 
assist in the growth of their wealth through sustainable investments; to achieve this, we 
look to take full advantage of all profitable market opportunities including corporate 
developments such as Management Buyouts, Mergers & Acquisitions, General Offers, 
Project Financing and Listings and exclusive placement deals through our ‘Fund of 
Funds Program’.

gold as a traded commodity has been increasing in value due to the drastic expansion 
of the money stock resulting from the global political instability caused by the covid 
pandemic and the impact of new technologies on our way of life. interesting times 
with a solid solution is how we see the role of gold – a secure and stable currency for 
the future against a backdrop of uncertainty and technological change.  

the secure nature of gold is what makes it an ideal investment commodity and our 
partnership with The SEC Group reflects our desire to establish a position in Gold, 
primarily in the wholesale market where sec is a trusted and leading participant; we 
are confident that our collaboration will provide extra-ordinary returns for our investors 
from investment in the ‘Currency of God’. 

INVESTmENT 
PArTNEr  mESSAGE
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about 
the sec group

VISION
The SEC Group Vision is to establish a range of high quality, 
professional service activities that harness innovation and 
advanced technology to build long-term relationships with a 
discerning client-base through the provision of ‘state of the art’ 
solutions and exceptional personalised, added value customer 
service.
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about 
the sec group

MISSION STATEMENT
The SEC Group Mission is to become the preferred choice for 
investors who seek premium, innovative, added value services 
and solutions through ‘cutting edge’ technology, facilities and 
resources.
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about 
the sec group

structure
the sec group is headquartered in Dubai, the united arab 
emirates.

based on the establishment of a highly successful gold trading 
house, the sec group has expanded its portfolio of activities 
to comprise ten individual businesses – all managed by highly 
experienced professionals – to service The Group’s increasing, 
quality client base across a range of different industry sectors.
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about 
the sec group

structure
sec bullion                      gold trading
SEC Vault                      Secure Deposit Facilities
SEC Jewelry                      Jewelry Design, Manufacture and Retail
sec cloud                             internet Decentralisation and cloud services
sec software house         custom software Development solutions
sec Financial services      Forex and cFD trading services
SEC Hospitality                   Hotel Property Management
sec stud Farm        horse racing and breeding services
sec yacht services            yacht rental services
sec realtors         high Quality building construction, renovation and interior Design
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the FouNDers

RISHIDAS VANIYANKANDI 
(Chairman & Co-Founder)

As a veteran of the financial services industry and a serial 
entrepreneur, he has nearly 20 years’ experience of business ‘in 
the fast lane’. His in-depth knowledge of the financial markets, in 
particular commodity exchanges, capital markets  and the Forex 
brokerage industry, has placed him at the cutting edge of the 
financial services sector - he is currently Executive Director with a 
leading European regulated Investment firm . His entrepreneurial 
spirit has led to him establishing an impressive spread of 
companies, launched to fill specific market opportunities that 
he has identified, including commodity exchanges, financial 
services and hospitality businesses.  his undoubted business 
acumen is also being utilized as founder and director of a number 
of investment management companies.
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the FouNDers

JASIM ABDULLA 
(CEO & Co-Founder)

highly experienced in precious metal commodity broking, 
in particular the gold and silver sectors, he has spent over 12 
years across various facets of the business including trading 
technologies, bullion and precious metals investment advice and 
commodity dealing, which he has been doing very successfully 
for the last seven years. alongside his commodity dealing, 
he has focused his wide range of entrepreneurial skills on the 
establishment and development of a number of exciting new 
business ventures - he is the co-founder of one of Dubai’s leading 
bullion dealers and a number of bespoke companies that offer 
‘state of the art’ solutions and high quality customer service to an 
increasing client base.
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sec bullioN

the golD staNDarD iN traDiNg
one of the leading gold-trading companies in Dubai with an annual 
turnover of usD15 billion

offers unique tailor-made solutions to wide client-base

global coverage with branches and agents in cyprus, liechtenstein, 
Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE.
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SEC VAULT

trusteD aND secure storage
Offers ultra-modern ‘state of the art’ secure storage facilities in Switzerland 
and liechtenstein

Choice of ‘Personal Safe Deposit Box’ or ‘Secure Vault’

‘Personal Safe Deposit Box’ access controlled by combination of personalised 
smart code and key.
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SEC JEWELRY

CRAFTSMANSHIP AT ITS VERY BEST
Stylish, beautiful, magnificent, unique - private jewelry  design, manufacture 
and retail to delight the most discerning of customer

custom-made, original pieces designed to perfection by experts using the 
highest quality 18 or 22 karat gold and precious stones

annual turnover in excess of usD121 million, serving a world-wide client 
base.
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sec clouD

IMPROVE YOUR INTERNET EFFICIENCY
provides internet decentralisation and cloud services and facilities through 
SEC Data Centre (Estonia)  

Improves business efficiency with cutting edge, cost effective technology at 
significantly lower than market prices for a higher quality of service

secure and technologically advanced re-sizeable computer and storage 
capacity to suit a wide range of business requirements.
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SEC SOFTWARE HOUSE

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
customised software solutions provided by our team of expert developers 
and  engineers

use of latest technologies and software innovations, always guided by 
industry ‘best practice’

Solutions designed to provide greatest flexibility, efficiency and 
transparency through the development phase and into actual operation.
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SEC FINANCIAL SERVICES

TRADING WITH BULLION-BACKED STABILITY
leading broker offering highly professional Forex and cFD trading 
services with physical gold-backed stability

tailor-made trading solutions for investors and traders, designed to 
provide a competitive edge through optimum trading conditions

extensive global client base with strong, long term relationships based 
on customer service of the highest quality, integrity and ethical practices.
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sec hospitality

a passioN For hospitality
a group of bespoke hotels with a reputation for excellence, attention to 
detail and quality, value added customer service

The high standing of the SEC hotels is reflected in a loyal guest following 
and a number of accolades from the worldwide hospitality industry

highly motivated and well-trained staff who provide exceptionally 
attentive, personalized and warm service.
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SEC STUD FARM

THE SPORT OF KINGS
ownership and management of professional, high quality stud farms in 
ireland and estonia

collection of irish Draught and arabian thoroughbred horses, some of 
the finest equine stock in the world, for racing and breeding purposes

provides an opportunity to experience the thrill of participation in one of 
the world’s leading and most popular sports.
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SEC YACHT SERVICES

ENJOY LIFE ON THE WATER
a wide range of yacht rental  services at highly competitive rates

based in cyprus, an ideal location due to its geographical position 
and the excellent weather conditions

provides ideal support for the increasing number of clients who 
appreciate the opportunities to enjoy the excitement and style 
that life on the water can offer.
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sec realtors

the iDeal property
Focus on construction of high-quality high-end residential 
homes, renovation of existing properties and superior interior 
design

excellent reputation as master craftsman of residential property 
with significant demand for its super-luxury homes either for 
live-in or for investment

provides complete process for individual villa projects from 
conceptualisation, through design to construction.
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723#, Fairmont hotel, sheikh Zayed road, Dubai, uae.
info@sec.group | sec.group
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